Aloha and “Possibly” Welcome to UHMC!

In these challenging economic times, choosing to spend precious resources on higher education must be a conscious and serious decision. If you are excited about your future, and clear about your goals, terrific! And welcome to UH Maui College. You will find great enthusiasm and support for designing and realizing your career interest and goals.

If you’re not clear about your goals but are actively curious about your possibilities, you’ll discover a wide range of disciplines, courses and degrees taught and staffed by professionals who are committed to your success. The UHMC learning environment encourages exploration of and acting upon your interests as well as curiosity.

To optimize and fulfill your investment of time, financial resources and thought, you must be prepared to uncover your passion and reveal your abilities and capacities to yourself. Pursuing education to meet your unique purpose is the biggest opportunity that being alive in the 21st Century offers.

In short, get involved in learning about the size of your capabilities, the depth of your persistence, and your potential to actualize your future.

If you’re not prepared to undertake this effort, save your money. And if you’re eligible for federal financial aid and don’t find the possibility and or urgency about your future exciting and important, wait…do not waste this life changing opportunity.

We’re excited to see you on our campus and education centers whenever you’re prepared and decide to join us.

Warmest Aloha,

Clyde M. Sakamoto, EdD
Chancellor